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v Communicating medicines information to patients of limited health literacy, 
including Indigenous Australians, is an often overlooked-challenge faced by 
pharmacists and other healthcare professionals.

v With the burden of disease in Indigenous population exceeding more than three 
times that of non-indigenous counterparts1, there is pressing need for strategies 
to help these patients better understand and perform required healthcare 
activities, including medication management.

v Illustrations are being increasingly adopted by healthcare professionals to 
communicate medicines information to those of lower health literacy2,, however 
there is a lack of qualitative study determining what comprises good illustration 
for low-literacy patients, particularly in cross-cultural contexts.

v Although pictorially based resources are available3, an individually tailored and 
pictorially centred medicines list for Indigenous Australians does not currently 
exist

Background

Figure 1: Exemplar SA Pharmacy individualized, Non-illustrated Medicines List

Figure 2: Exemplar SA Pharmacy individualized, Illustrated Medicines List 

In collaboration with the Centre of Aboriginal and Remote Health3, and with permission of 
the illustrator of the ‘Medicines Book for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health 

Practitioners (4th edition)’, culturally sensitive medication related illustrations were sourced 
and employed in the development of a sample of five individualised, illustrated and non-

illustrated medicines lists (Figure 1 & 2).

Formative evaluation of these patient education tools was conducted through face-face 
interview and survey of a panel of Aboriginal Health Workers at the Aboriginal Liaison office 
at the Royal Adelaide Hospital. Survey and interview questions assessed comprehension of 
medication indication, dosing schedule, relevant administration advice and adverse effects 

using both the non-illustrated and illustrated medication lists.

Qualitative feedback provided by the panel facilitated review and modification of the 
illustrated medication schedule in preparation for future summative assessment through use 

and evaluation by a sample of Indigenous patients.

Methods

v 100% of respondents believed there was merit in an illustrated medicines list, 
particularly for rural and remote clients and 75% considered the medication 
illustrations employed, culturally appropriate for the specified patient 
demographic.

v Furthermore, in comparison with the non-illustrated medicines list, 100% of 
respondents considered the images an “effective” means of conveying medication 
indication, dosing schedule and side effect profile.

v Regarding image clarity and interpretation, 50% of the panel considered the 
images “very clear”, whilst the other 50% suggested some images could be 
misinterpreted, thereby not only highlighting the need for further modification of 
particular illustrations and textual descriptors, but also the fact that these pictorial 
aids should function to supplement and not replace simplified text and verbal 
counselling in order to ensure correct interpretation.

Results
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v For Indigenous patients, a pictorially focussed medicines list may have merit in 
improving medication understanding.

v Future summative evaluation of this illustrated medication list will determine the 
validity of this tool in improving patient comprehension and self-efficacy in 
medication management in the indigenous and other low literacy populations.

Conclusion

v To develop and evaluate a preliminary model of an individualised, illustration-
focussed medicines list as a patient education tool for Indigenous Australians.
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